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ு৙異׵˸ֻٙतࣿ狀رf࣬ኽ຾᏶ܔண։ࡰึ ̨ᝄήਜ͏਷ 91 年Ї 140 年ɛ
ɹપࠇٙʕપࠇഐ؈ᜑͪd̨ᝄ 15 ๋˸ɪ͏ගʈЪ年ᙧɛɹϓڗ率ʊ͟
1966 年 4.37%ٙ௟ࢤd஼年ɨ降Ց 1980 年ٙ 2.60%dܵᚃ降Ց 1990 年ٙ 1.46%d






























੽ϾהϞਜਹʥၪܵί ਜਹගѩፅ (interarea equilibrium)  ٙ狀࿒fЇ׵ܝ٫d
৿ண࡝ක֐ࣛdהϞਜਹٙ勞ਗ̹ఙ都ஈ׵٤ගѩፅ(spatial equilibrium)  狀
࿒ d ۆՉ˴ࠅၴΪৎІ׵ᐼΥ勞ਗცӋאԶഗΪաՑݔԬላᏘϾପ͛ਜਹʘගٙ
ࠠʱৣd੽ϾኬߧݔԬਜਹุ̰ٙ率ɪʺאʈ༟率ɨൻfவԬኬߧήਜ׌勞ਗ̹
ఙԶცᜊਗٙላᏘΪ९d˖ᘠɪ၈ʘމ ̰ፅΪɿ (disequilibrium factors)א ̰
ፅ力 (disequilibrium forces)f͟׵ࡰʈՈϞ ࠬᎈᅒ惡׌ dೌ論勞༟ᕐ˙ٙ ᜑ







ਹุ̰率̰ፅٙॆ͍ʍᓔΪɿfMarston (1985)મ͜ߕ਷ 1974 Ї 1978 年ٙତ
行ɛɹሜݟ(Current Population Survey, CPS)ʿ 1970 年ٙӊɤ年౷ݟ






א݊ҷഛ຅ήٙ勞ਗ९ሯ d щۆ d வԬ৷ุ̰率ਜุ̰ٙ率ʥ不易ί೵ಂʫɨ降 f  
ܝᚃٙ޼Ӻၾ Marston (1985)ٙ޼Ӻഐ؈ɽתɪ޴ڐ d ԟఱ݊ਜਹุ̰率ٙࢨ
異ၾ΢ήਜ͉ԒהՈϞٙत׌(idiosyncrasy)޴ᗫf例νdHyclak and Johnes 
(1987)મ͜ 1971 Ї 1982 年ߕ਷Ⴗɼၪ̵ԭψٙ 43 ࡈ勞ਗ̹ఙਜਹ(labor 
market areas, LMAs)dྼᗇઞীவԬਜਹ̂ʱఱุุ̰率(full employment 
unemployment rates, FEURs)ٙӔ֛ΪɿfՉ˴ࠅ೯ତϞɚjɓ݊ฏ֘立ٙ勞ਗ̹
ఙਜਹ d ˈՉ݊ԟԬЗໄ不݊ࢭ落ίψყ৷஺ʮ路ӻ୕ɪٙ ڢᅺ๟都ึ୕ࠇਜ
(non-SMSAs)dՉ̂ʱఱุุ̰率ฏ৷i̤ɓ݊΢ήਜٙ̂ʱఱุุ̰率މ຅ή
ʈ༟˥̻͍ٙՌ數f 



























਷ʫ˸ࠇ量຾᏶˙جઞীุ̰ٙਜਹࢨ異ʘ ˖ ᘠdԨ 不ε見 f Jiang et al. (2002) 
ɗ਷ʫ௰Ϙܔ立ࠇ量຾᏶ᅼۨྼᗇઞীุ̰ٙήਜࢨ異ʘ޼Ӻ f வᇐ論˖不Ν׵
ۃࠑ˖ᘠٙЪجd˴ࠅ݊利̨͜ᝄ 23 ጤ̹Ӳ女年ᙧйุ̰率ٙڗಂਗ࿒ࢨ異d
ܔ࿴了ɓࢁ 1987 Ї 2000 年ጤ̹ɛɹतᅄйٙዑᓙࠦၾࣛගҏ列ʘ ၝΥ୕ࠇ༟
料(pooled or merged data)d˸ʿጤ̹йӲ女年ᙧଡ଼ุ̰率ٙڗಂ৛ᔳ༟料ᅼ
ۨ(panel or longitudinal data model)fՉ޼Ӻഐ؈ၾѩፅ理論ʿॱᐼ᜗຾
᏶̰ፅ理論ٙ論ᓃɓߧdᓥॶ˴ࠅϞɚjɓ݊勞ਿجeਿ͉ʈ༟ʿ̮ᘬ勞ʈഃ




劉ᚱ்eර౽ᑋ (2003)ʥમ̨͜ᝄ 23 ጤุ̹̰率ٙڗಂ৛ᔳ༟料d不ཀd





參  ̨ᝄጤุ̹̰率ٙစᜊઋැၾո֛ࢨ異 
͟׵݁຾ٟeਿᓾܔணeɛ力༟๕eձ勞ਗ̹ఙഃ೯࢝ٙਜਹ׌ࢨ異d̨ᝄ
23 ጤุ̹̰率ٙစᜊਗΣᒱϞה不ΝdШڗಂගۍπίݔԬ೻度ٙ ո֛ࢨ異 d
˸ɨਗ਼ఱவ兩˙ࠦආ行༟料ઞীf 
ɓeጤุ̹̰率ٙစᜊઋැ 
ྡ 1 Ї 6 Աҏމ̨ᝄ 23 ጤ̹ᐼุ̰率eӲ女ุ̰率eʿ΢年ᙧଡ଼ุ̰率ʘ̻
ѩ࠽ၾᜊ異ڷ數 (coefficient of variation)—ɦ၈離౳ڷ數 (coefficient of 
dispersion)—ί 1987 Ї 2001 年ගٙစᜊਗ࿒f
1ྡ 1 ᜑͪd΢ጤ̹ᐼุ̰率ٙᜊ
異ڷ數ߒʧ׵ 11%Ї 44%ʘගfྡ 2 ձ 3 ᜑͪdϤɓಂග΢ጤ̹Ӳ׌ุ̰率ٙᜊ
異ڷ數ߒʧ׵ 12%Ї 43%ʘගi女׌略৷dߒʧ׵ 17%Ї 55%ʘගfྡ 4 Ї 6 ᜑ
ͪd΢ጤ̹ڡˇ年eѯ年eձʕ৷年ุ̰率ٙᜊ異ڷ數Աҏߒʧ׵ 13%Ї 55%e
13%Ї 102%eʿ 29%Ї 480%ഃਜගʫfΪϤdܲ年ᙧйʱʘጤุ̹̰率༟料ٙ
ᜊ異ڷ數dɽ׵ᐼุ̰率ʿܲ׌йʱʘጤุ̹̰率༟料fΎ੽年ᙧй來޶d˸ʕ
                                                 
1   歷年ጤุ̹̰率̻ٙѩ࠽dഃ׵΢年23ጤุ̹̰率ٙᔊఊၑஔ̻ѩ࠽f歷年ጤุ̹̰率ٙᜊ
異ڷ數dഃ׵΢年23ጤุ̹̰率ٙᅺ๟ࢨ (standard  deviation)Ó΢年ጤุ̹̰率̻ٙѩ࠽
ᕙ˜मd1994dࠫ70iSpiegel, 1961, p. 73fίϤҢࡁ̀඲ءจٙ݊d༈ʮόʕʱɿٙᅺ๟








͋ಂуϞɨ滑ʘᒈැdՉʕɦ˸ܝɧ年1999 Ї 2001 年ٙɨ滑஺度މ௰Ҟf
΢ጤ̹ᐼุ̰率ٙᜊ異ڷ數d͟ 1987 年ٙ 43.94%d降Ց 1993 年ٙ 36.80%iՑ
1999 年dܵᚃɨ降މ 28.05%iဧܝdί೵೵ٙ兩年ගɽష降Ց 2001 年ٙ 10.59%f  
΢ጤ̹Ӳ׌ุ̰率ٙᜊ異ڷ數 d͟ 1987 年ٙ 43.04% d 降Ց 1993 年ٙ 36.46% i
Ց 1999 年dܵᚃ降މ 27.86%iʘܝdу˸更Ҟٙ஺度降Ց 2001 年ٙ 11.79%f
΢ጤ̹女׌ุ̰率ٙᜊ異ڷ數dί 1987 年މ 50.12%dЇ 1990 年ᒱಀɓ度ᄣ̋މ
54.68%dШՉܝܵᚃ降Ց 1993 年ٙ 41.50%iЇ 1999 年dᘱᚃɨ降މ 31.00%i
ʘܝɧ年dҞ஺ɨ降Ց 2001 年ٙ 17.15%f 





























































































































Νಂග΢ጤ̹΢年ᙧุ̰率ٙᜊ異ڷ數͵яɨ滑ٙᒈැdઓ 1999 Ї 2001 年
ගٙɨ滑஺度ˢ 1993 Ї 1999 年࿔了஢εf΢ጤ̹ڡˇ年ุ̰率ٙᜊ異ڷ數dί
1987 年މ 50.50%iဧܝdʱйί 1990 年55.16%ձ 199347.74%年ගяʃ
షృᐑتਗdШᎇܝʞ年dу஼年滑落Ց 1998 年ٙ 21.31%iܝᚃ̬ٙ年ගdܵ
ᚃ滑落މ 2001 年ٙ 13.03% f ΢ጤ̹ѯ年ุ̰率ٙᜊ異ڷ數 dί 1987 年މ 80.25% i 
  9
Չܝdᒱί 1993 年ගɽషʺЇ 102.29%dШᎇܝ六年ۆ஼年滑落Ց 1999 年ٙ
31.36%iίܝᚃٙɧ年ගdᘱᚃ滑落މ 2001 年ٙ 13.46%f΢ጤ̹ʕ৷ᙧุ̰率
ٙᜊ異ڷ數dί 1987 年މ 276.59%iʘܝdᒱಀί 1989 ձ 1993 年ග兩度ɽషৎ
ͿdШᎇу͟ 1993 年ٙ 479.50%dɽష滑落Ց 1999 年ٙ 97.24%iί௰ܝɧ年d
Ҟ஺降މ 29.05%f 
ೌ論ఱᐼุ̰率e΢׌йุ̰率א΢年ᙧଡ଼ุ̰率來޶dΌ̨ 23 ጤุ̹̰率
̻ٙѩ࠽І 1993  年ৎу׼ᜑ஼年ᖂʺd˲都˸௰ܝ 2000 Ї 2001 年ගٙᖂʺష
度މ௰ɽfί 1993 Ї 2001  年ගdӲ׌ุ̰率ٙጤ̹̻ѩ࠽΍ɪʺ了 3.75 ࡈϵʱ
ᓃd女׌ۆɪʺ了 2.01 ࡈϵʱᓃfΝಂගڡˇ年ጤุ̹̰率΍ɪʺ了 5.50 ࡈϵʱ






惡ʷᇶַٙତ൥dί 1999 Ї 2001 年ගЧϞ̋஺ٙᒈැf 

























































































































ุ̰率ѩፅࢨ異ٙɓ၇fڌ 1 މ̨ᝄί 1987 Ї 2001 年ග΢˴ࠅ年΅ุ̰率
ٙጤ̹ʱৣf͟׵ίጤ̹數ͦ଺εઋرɨdࠅ஼ɓᝈ࿀΢ጤุ̹̰率৷Эϣҏί
歷年ٙᜊਗ狀ر޴຅൬ࣛd˲不易ᓥॶ̈Ոૢ理׌ٙᜊਗᒈැdΪϤdί༈ڌ裡
Ңࡁ࣬ኽ˖ᘠɪഃʱЗʱৣٙЪج(Juhn et al., 1993)࠯΋ܲ΢年ጤุ̹̰率ٙ
৷Э͟ЭϾ৷Աϣર列dਗ਼Ό̨ 23 ጤ̹ྌʱމ 4 ഃ΅f್ܝdਗ਼຅年ุ̰率ʧ׵
Ό̨ጤุ̹̰率ʱৣٙ௰ЭᓃձୋɓʱЗʘගٙጤ̹ᓥ類މЭุ̰率ਜiਗ਼
຅年ุ̰率ʧ׵Ό̨ጤุ̹̰率ʱৣٙୋɓʱЗձୋɚʱЗၾୋɧʱЗ̻ٙѩ







率ٙʱ̺ۆո֛ණʕίอ϶ጤe࿎ʷጤeථ林ጤeྗ່ጤeᆔಳጤഃ 5 ࡈጤf 
؇௅ήਜᒱ̥଄ႊ 2 ࡈጤdШՉʕٙڀ蓮ጤ఻˷年年都З֢৷ุ̰率ਜʘ
列dϾ̨؇ጤ歷年ɰ都᙮׵ʕe৷ุ̰率ਜfی௅ήਜ 7 ࡈጤ̹ʕdϞ 2 ࡈጤ̹
ၽی̹ձ৷ඪጤ఻˷年年都З֢৷ุ̰率ਜʘ列f޴ˀٙdʕ௅ήਜ歷年৷




                                                 











ڌ1  ̨ᝄ歷年ุ̰率ٙጤ̹ʱৣ (1987Ї2001年) 
ήਜΤ၈ ጤ̹Τ၈ 1987年 1993年 1996年 2000年 2001年
̨北̹ ̨北̹ ৷ ৷ ৷ ʕ Э
৷ඪ̹ ৷ඪ̹ ৷ ʕ ৷ ৷ ৷
ਿ隆̹ ৷ ৷ ৷ ৷ ৷
อ϶̹ ʕ ʕ Э ʕ ʕ
ၽ北ጤ ʕ ʕ ʕ ʕ ৷
֝蘭ጤ ʕ ৷ ৷ ৷ ৷
ࣹ෤ጤ ʕ ʕ Э Э ʕ
北௅ήਜ 
อ϶ጤ Э Э Э Э Э
ၽʕ̹ ৷ ৷ ৷ ʕ ʕ
ߴ栗ጤ Э ʕ ʕ ʕ ʕ
ၽʕጤ Э ʕ ʕ ৷ ৷
࿎ʷጤ ʕ Э ʕ Э Э
یҳጤ Э ʕ ʕ ৷ ৷
ʕ௅ήਜ 
ථ林ጤ Э Э Э Э Э
ྗ່̹ ৷ ৷ Э ʕ ʕ
ၽی̹ ৷ ৷ ৷ ৷ ৷
ྗ່ጤ Э Э ʕ ʕ Э
ၽیጤ ʕ ʕ ʕ ʕ ʕ
৷ඪጤ ʕ ʕ ৷ ৷ ৷
܈؇ጤ ʕ Э ʕ Э ʕ
ی௅ήਜ 
ᆔಳጤ ৷ Э Э Э Э
ڀ蓮ጤ ৷ ʕ ৷ ৷ ৷ ؇௅ήਜ 










׌ո֛ࢨ異fኽϤdҢࡁ̙ԱኽϪᔮబഃ2004 eBalestra and Nerlove (1966)e
Greene (2003)  ձ Jiang et al. (2002)ٙ˙جdਗ਼ୋ i  ࡈጤ̹ίୋ  t 年΢ࡈйӲ女年
ᙧଡ଼ุ̰ٙՌ數ண֛މɨ列ٙᕐΪɿո֛ࣖ؈ᅼۨ(two-factor fixed-effects 
model)j 
Uit = α + ψi + φt + β·Mt +γ·Rit + εit        (1) 
E(εit) = 0,      Var(εit)  =  σε
2,  ∀ i  = i’ and t = t’ , 
                 =   0 ,    Չ̴ 
Չʕ Uit މ i ጤ̹ί t 年ݔɓࡈйӲ女年ᙧଡ଼ุ̰ٙ率iα މΌࠦ׌੬數ධ 
(overall constant)iMt  މ不ᎇਜਹᜊਗٙᜊ數Σ量d˴ࠅ̍ўΌ਷׌ٙᐼ᜗ᜊ數
ձ݁ഄᜊ數iRit ۆމਜਹत֛ٙᜊ數Σ量d˴ࠅ̍ў΢ήਜ勞ਗ̹ఙٙतᅄᜊ
數f
5ψiމୋ i  ࡈጤ̹ٙਜਹत֛ո֛ࣖ؈ (region-specific fixed effect)d
6˾
ڌίછՓՉ˼༆ᙑᜊ數ܝdୋ i ࡈጤ̹ΪՉ͉ԒהՈϞٙਜਹत׌Ͼ࿁ਜਹʫ 歷
年ݔɓӲ女年ᙧଡ଼ุ̰率הிϓٙڗಂո֛ᅂᚤdΪϤdމɓ不ᎇ年й(t)
ᜊਗٙਜਹत֛੬數ධ(region-specific constant term)fφtމୋ  t 年ٙࣛගत
֛ո֛ࣖ؈(time-specific fixed effect)d˾ڌίછՓՉ˼༆ᙑᜊ數ܝdୋ t 年ΪՉ
͉ԒהՈϞٙत׌Ͼ࿁຅年΢ጤ̹ٙݔɓӲ女年ᙧଡ଼ุ̰率הிϓٙ೵ಂ





ุ̰率הிϓٙո֛ᅂᚤ(ψi)ࣛdࠇ量຾᏶ኪɪ݊મ͜΢ࡈ i ጤ̹ٙ 0-1 ൈᏝᜊ數
                                                 
5  ͟׵݊Ό̨23ጤุ̹̰率ٙڗಂ৛ᔳ༟料ᅼۨdՉ༆ᙑᜊ數છՓᜊ數MtၾRiteʿ஗༆
ᙑᜊ數Uitٙᝈ࿀࠽d֛̀݊Ό̨23ጤ̹ዑᓙࠦٙࣛගҏ列༟料dΪϤdவԬᜊ數都
ึϞጤ̹йٙɨᅺ  ieʿࣛගйٙɨᅺtfШΪމMt  ɗɓΌ਷׌ٙᐼ᜗ᜊ數ձ
݁ഄᜊ數Σ量d݂༈ᜊ數ӚϞጤ̹йٙɨᅺ  if 




ࣛdࠇ量຾᏶ኪɪɰ݊મ͜΢ࡈ t 年ٙ 0-1 ൈᏝᜊ數Ъމ΢年הՈϞٙत׌ʘಁ
˾ᜊ數f
7ΪϤdίПࠇ ψiၾ φtவ兩ଡ଼ڷ數ࣛdഒ࿁不ึၾՉ˼ٙ༆ᙑᜊ數 Mtձ
Rit೯͛ҁΌᇞ׌ࠠΥ(perfect multicollinearity)ٙਪᕚf 
͟׵ ψiձ φtѩމ੬數ධd݂̥ʱйᅂᚤୋ i ࡈጤ̹ί΢年ุ̰率ٙ࿚൷e˸
ʿՉίୋ  t 年ุ̰率ٙ࿚൷fɰΪϤdίԴ͜΢ጤุ̹̰率ٙዑᓙࠦڗಂ৛ᐽ
༟料(panel or longitudinal data)࿁༈όආ行Пࠇࣛdމᒒеவ兩ධ੬數ධٙൈᏝ
ᜊ數ၾΌࠦ׌੬數ධ α ٙᜊ數ପ͛ᇞۨࠠΥ dҢࡁ̀඲̋ɪ˸ɨٙࠢՓόj 
∑i ψi =  ∑t φt  =  0 
若ਗ਼ୋ i  ࡈጤ̹ίୋ  t 年הϞӲ女年ᙧଡ଼й༟料ၝΥ(pooled or merged)ৎ
來dۆό(1)̙஗ҷᄳމɨόj 









                                                 
7  ה˸d˸͉޼Ӻהમٙ͜Ό̨23  ጤ̹e˲ᝈ࿀ಂගމ1987Ї2001年ٙڗಂ৛ᔳ༟料來ᑺdψi
ɓ΍̍ўψ1 , ψ2, ψ3, …, ψ23ഃ23ࡈڷ數dφtɓ΍̍ўφ1987, φ1988, φ1989, …, φ2001ഃ15ࡈڷ數f  
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2.  ਿ͉ʈ༟ܸ數2000年=100{ MINIt 
̨ᝄίྼ݄ਿ͉ʈ༟ʘڋdࠈ֛ٙᅺ๟ᒱ৷dШΪપ行ᇍఖ不ᄿd˲ਿ͉ʈ
༟̕Ⴁிุ̻ѩᑚ༟ʘϵʱˢɦҞ஺降Эd݂ਿ͉ʈ༟࿁ุ̰率不ߧϞࠠɽᅂ
ᚤfʿЇ 1973 Ց 1985 年ගdਿ͉ʈ༟࿁׵ 15 Ї 19 ๋ձ 20 Ї 24 ๋Ӳe女勞ਗ
力ุ̰ٙ率dʊ̈ତ୕ࠇɪᜑഹٙฆࢮ͍ᅂᚤϪߕ玲eఊ  ᝘d1987 fˈՉd



























̤ܸ̈d̮ᘬ္ᚐʈၾ࢕ࢬᏍ඿ʘ累ࠇ數量d͟ 1991 年ֵٙ 669 ɛܢ஺ᄣЇ 1999
年ֵٙ 74,793 ɛdɞ年ගᄣషٜᒈ 111 ࠴i2000 年ֵ更ᄣЇ 106,331 ɛdɓ年ʘ
ගуᄣ̋了 31,538 ɛiʿЇ 2001 年ֵd༺Ց 112,934 ɛfவԬ數οᒱจբഹd̨
ᝄٟึɛɹ৷ᙧʷʿ࢕ࢬࣨːʷٙᒈැ˚益׼ᜑd老ɛeषಞeᏃՅഃ္ٙᚐც
Ӌܢᒓᄣ̋dШۍɰᜑͪd廉ᄆ̮ٙᘬ勞力͍Ҟ஺ಁ˾͉਷Ϟᗴจ੽ԫவ類
ʈЪʘ勞ʈfਿ׵ɪࠑʘʱؓdཫಂί͉޼Ӻٙ༟料Դ͜ಂග1987 Ї 2001 年
ʫdFWKtਗ਼࿁ุ̰率ପ͍͛໮ᅂᚤdԨՈϞ৷度୕ࠇᜑഹ׌f 











ό(2)ʕٙ D ᜊ數Σ量˴ࠅ̍ўɨ列兩ධϞᗫɛɹतᅄٙൈᏝᜊ數j 
1.  ׌йൈᏝᜊ數  { MALE  
MALE=1  ∀  Ӳ׌f࣬ኽ歷年୕ࠇ༟料ٙʱؓഐ؈ᜑͪdೌ論ఱਜਹйא年
ᙧй來޶dӲ׌ุ̰率都৷׵女׌dΪϤdཫಂ༈ᜊ數ٙڷ數Пࠇ࠽މ͍໮f 
2.  年ᙧйൈᏝᜊ數{AGE1, AGE2, AGE3 
AGE1=1  ∀  ڡˇ年iAGE2=1  ∀  ѯ年iAGE3=1  ∀  ʕ৷年f歷年୕ࠇ༟
料ٙʱؓഐ؈ᜑͪdೌ論ఱਜਹйא׌й來޶dڡˇ年ุ̰率৷׵ѯ年dѯ年ɦ





1.  ɽਖ਼˸ɪɛɹ̕͏ගɛɹϵʱˢ  { COLLit 
1980 Ї 2000 年ගd̨ᝄٙɽਖ਼৫ࣧ͟ 104 הdᄣ̋Ց 147 הi΢ɽኪண立
ʘ޼Ӻה͟ 214 הdᒓᄣЇ 841 הf1980 Ї 1999 年ගdɽਖ਼ଭุ͛ɛ數੽ 7 ຬ 2
ɷεɛdᄣ̋Ց 25 ຬɛfɚɤ年ʫdଭุ͛ɛ數ᖢ֛ᄣ̋ 3.4 ࠴dՉʕ߅Ҧ類ଭ
ุ͛ɛ數ᄣ̋௰εd༺ 3.9 ࠴iٟึ類ϣʘd༺ 3.3 ࠴iɛ˖類௰ˇdШ͵༺ 2.3
࠴f 











2.  աඬ٫ɛ數̕ఱุɛɹϵʱˢ  {  EMPLit 
̨ᝄաඬ٫̕ᐼఱุɛ數ٙϵʱˢd੽ 1951 年ٙ 34.3%dᄣ̋Ց 1980 年ٙ

































ͼ  ྼᗇ޼Ӻ 
ɓe༟料來๕ 
行݁৫˴ࠇஈɛ力༟๕ሜݟ୕ࠇ dІ 1987 年ৎක֐ᇜႡܲጤ̹ʱٙɛ力
༟๕୕ࠇf͟׵༈ࢁ୕ࠇ༟料ڷਗ਼΢ጤ̹ൖމਜਹ׌勞ਗ̹ఙd݂ᔟ͟༈ࢁ༟料d
шɛ̙ʱйࠇၑІ 1987 Ї 2001 年ග΢ጤ̹ܲӲe女ʱʘڡˇ年(15 Ї 24 ๋)eѯ
年(25 Ї 44 ๋)ʿʕ৷年(45 Ї 64 ๋)ഃ六ଡ଼Ӳ女年ᙧйุ̰ٙ率d
9˸ʿՉ̴̬ࡈ
ਜਹ׌勞ਗ̹ఙܸٙᅺᜊ數COLLiteEMPLitePROFiteOLDit fΪމӊ年΢ଡ଼
Ӳ女年ᙧйุ̰率΍Ϟ 23 ࡈጤ̹勞ਗ̹ఙٙዑᓙࠦɛ力୕ࠇ༟料 d Ͼӊࡈጤ̹勞
ਗ̹ఙІ 1987 年ৎЇ 2001 年˟΍̙੻Ց 15 年ٙࣛගҏ列༟料d݂ਗ਼ 23 ࡈήਜ
׌勞ਗ̹ఙ 15 年ٙዑᓙࠦɛ力୕ࠇ༟料ၝΥ(pooled or merged)ৎ來dӊࡈӲ女年
ᙧйଡ଼ѩϞ 345 ࡈዑᓙࠦڗಂ৛ᐽ༟料ٙᝈ࿀࠽f 
Ї׵Ό਷׌ᐼ᜗ձ݁ഄᜊ數ٙ༟料來๕dՉʕ LLAWteMINItձ FWKttɧࡈ勞
ਗ݁ഄᜊ數ѩ՟І行݁৫勞ʈ։ࡰึ歷年ᇜႡٙ 勞ʈ୕ࠇ年జ iCONStձ FACt






                                                 
9  ܲุ̰率ഃ׵勞ਗ力ʕุ̰ɛɹהٙ̕ϵʱˢʘ່֛ࠇၑf  
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數Пࠇόٙ࿚൷ɰ不޴ΝfΪϤdϞ̀ࠅમ͜ F test ࿁ 
Ho: ψ1 = ψ2 =ψ3 =…= ψ23; φ1987 = φ1988 = φ1989 =…= φ2001 
ٙൈೌ৿ண(null hypothesis)̋˸Ꮸ֛f若Ꮸ֛ഐ؈לഒ༈ൈೌ৿ணdۆڌͪό(2)
ٙᕐΪɿո֛ࣖ؈ᅼۨቇΥ׵(fit in)΢ጤ̹歷年Ӳ女年ᙧଡ଼йุ̰率ʘ༟料i




ڌ 2 ɪ̒௅ʱʫ΢欄ה列ٙ F valuedڷ͜來Ꮸ֛΢৙ᓥόʕٙהϞڷ數Пࠇ
࠽ўਜਹձࣛගո֛ࣖ؈ٙПࠇ࠽݊щΝࣛᜑഹ異׵零i͟׵΢৙ᓥόٙ F 
value ѩί 99%ٙ୕ࠇ˥๟ɽ׵臨ޢ࠽ (critical  value)dΪϤdҢࡁආɓӉלഒ ΢
৙ᓥόʕٙהϞڷ數Пࠇ࠽Νࣛഃ׵零ʘൈೌ৿ணf 
ڌ 2 ɨ̒௅ʱʫᅼۨᏨ֛ධɨ΢欄ה列ٙ࠽dɰ都݊ F ୕ࠇ量d不ཀd
வԬF୕ࠇ量݊͜來Ꮸ֛΢৙ᓥόʕ΢ጤ̹ٙਜਹո֛ࣖ؈ձ΢年ٙࣛගո֛ࣖ
؈ʘڷ數Пࠇ࠽݊щ޴Νf͟׵הᏨ֛ٙൈೌ৿ண不ΝdவԬᅼۨᏨ֛ධɨ
΢欄ה列ٙ F ୕ࠇ量ၾ༈ڌ΢欄ה列ٙ F value ɰఱ不Νf੽ᕐΪɿո֛ࣖ؈޴
࿁׵ෂ୕ఊධ࿚൷ٙᅼۨᏨ֛˙ج̙ٝd͟׵΢欄ุ̰ٙ率Пࠇόʘ F ୕ࠇ量都








                                                 





ᜑഹ異׵零ٙ˥๟fఱ༈ڌ௰ܝ兩欄來޶dLLAWt ձ MINIt 兩ࡈΌ਷׌勞ਗ݁ഄ
ᜊ數࿁女׌ุ̰率הிϓٙᅂᚤላᏘdˢ࿁Ӳ׌來੻ɽi不ཀdFWKtt ̮ٙ勞݁























                                                 
11  女׌ܲ年ᙧʱٙPROFitڷ數Пࠇ࠽dՉt࠽޴຅ટڐ׵90%ᜑഹ˥๟ٙ臨ޢ࠽(1.645)f  
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ίɛɹतᅄൈᏝᜊ數˙ࠦdӊࡈ年ᙧձ׌йٙൈᏝᜊ數ʘڷ數Пࠇ࠽d不Ш





















































ٙጤ̹歷年ɽε᙮׵ڌ 1 ʫٙЭุ̰ਜf 




ਿ隆̹ٙ 1.4841 މ௰৷iՉϣԱҏމ̨ی̹ٙ 0.9813 ձ̨北̹ٙ 0.8691iϾ˸อ
϶̹ٙ 0.1753 މ௰Эf 
ୋɚeΌ̨ 16 ࡈጤʕdϞ 4 ࡈጤՈϞ͍Σٙਜਹո֛ࣖ؈d不ཀd都ˢ̨ᝄ
΢˴ࠅ̹۬ٙਜਹո֛ࣖ؈ЭܘεiՉʕ˸ڀ蓮ጤٙ 0.3914 މ௰৷d௰Э٫މ̨ 
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北ጤٙ 0.0358fୋɧeՉቱ 12 ࡈՈϞࠋΣਜਹո֛ࣖ؈ٙጤʕdՈϞ௰ɽࠋΣࣖ
؈٫ࠇϞ࿎ʷ-0.8920 eථ林(-0.8462)eอ϶(-0.8030)eྗ່(-0.7118)ഃ 4 ࡈጤi






ኽ Brunello et al. (2001)eOverman and Puga (2002)ձ Taylor and Bradley (1997)ٙઞ









ڌ2  ̨ᝄጤุ̹̰率Ռ數ʘПࠇഐ؈ (1987Ї2001年) 
ጤุ̹̰率
ᜊ數Τ၈
Ό᜗ ܲ年ᙧʱ ܲ׌йʱ ܲ年ᙧձ׌йʱ Ӳ׌ܲ年ᙧʱ 女׌ܲ年ᙧʱ
LLAW  0.0058 ***  0.0073 ***  0.0057 ***  0.0063 ***  0.0058 ***  0.0067 *** 
  (10.949)   (7.734) (10.965) (6.628) (4.146) (5.473)  
MINI  0.0273 ***  0.0373 ***  0.0254 ***  0.0278 **  0.0120  0.0436 ** 
  (3.539)   (2.694) (3.352) (2.012) (0.586) (2.428)  
FWK  0.0089 ***  0.0135 ***  0.0085 ***  0.0188 ***  0.0265 ***  0.0110 * 
  (3.639)   (3.050) (3.497) (4.250) (4.058) (1.913)  
CONS  -40.1890 ***  -46.3140 ***  -37.2010 ***  -50.2520 ***  -56.3730 ***  -44.1320 *** 
       (-7.901)   (-5.071) (-7.430) (-5.505) (-4.166) (-3.721)  
FAC  -0.0123 ***  -0.0141 ***  -0.0123 ***  -0.0151 ***  -0.0197 ***  -0.0104 *** 
  (-7.665)   (-4.895) (-7.791) (-5.239) (-4.630) (-2.784)  
AGE1  -    Reference Group  -    Reference Group  Reference Group  Reference Group 
      
AGE2  -    -4.5061 ***  -  -4.3732 ***  -4.6272 ***  -4.1192 *** 
     (-50.152)   (-48.699) (-34.766) (-35.307)  
AGE3  -    -5.5878 ***  -  -5.2971 ***  -5.6655 ***  -4.9287 *** 
     (-62.191) (-58.988) (-42.567) (-42.246)  
MALE  -   -  0.2681  ***  0.8838  ***  -    -  
     (6.667) (12.054)      
COLL  -0.0270    0.0040  -0.0270 0.0386 0.0983  *  -0.0210    
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  (-1.316)   (0.108) (-1.334) (1.049) (1.799) (-0.438)  
EMPL  0.0020    -0.0026 0.0000 0.0309 0.0514 0.0105   
  (0.159)   (-0.114) (-0.001) (1.374) (1.539) (0.360)  
PROF  -0.0216 **  -0.0439 **  -0.0200 *  -0.0661 ***  -0.0956 ***  -0.0367   
  (-2.066)   (-2.338) (-1.941) (-3.522) (-3.435) (-1.504)  
OLD  -0.0081    -0.0079 -0.0140 -0.0013  0.0120 -0.0146   
  (-0.491)   (-0.265) (-0.866) (-0.044) (0.274) (-0.381)  
CONSTANT 4.7813    8.3872 ***  4.7904 ***  6.0069 ***  7.0110 ***  5.8866 ** 
  (4.793)   (4.680) (4.878) (3.353) (2.641) (2.530)  
2 R   0.860    0.843 0.748 0.731 0.746 0.717   
F-value  47.00 ***  116.88 ***  44.49 ***  115.82 ***  64.14 ***  55.52 *** 
Nobs  345   1035 690 2070 1035 1035  
ᅼۨᏨ֛ 20.63*** 9.56*** 21.36***  10.68*** 6.05***  5.00*** 
ᜊ數ࣖ؈ 56.96% 79.70% 47.63% 68.62% 70.24% 67.92% 
ਜਹࣖ؈ 29.81% 5.16% 27.76% 4.93%  5.16%  4.87% 
ࣛගࣖ؈ 1.11% 0.19% 1.11% 0.20% 0.34% 0.20% 
ᐼࣖ؈  87.89% 85.05% 76.51% 73.75% 75.74% 72.99% 
ൗjֹܼʫʘ࠽މt࠽f 
    ***༺1%୕ࠇᜑഹ˥๟i**  ༺5%୕ࠇᜑഹ˥๟i*  ༺10%୕ࠇᜑഹ˥๟f 
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ڌ3  ̨ᝄ΢ጤุ̹̰率ʘਜਹո֛ࣖ؈ (1987Ї2001年) 
ጤุ̹̰率
ਜਹй
 Ό᜗ ܲ年ᙧʱ ܲ׌йʱ ܲ年ᙧձ׌йʱ Ӳ׌ܲ年ᙧʱ 女׌ܲ年ᙧʱ
̨北̹ 0.8691 ***  1.2797 **  0.8736 ***  0.9279  0.2716  1.5842 ** 
 (2.671)   (2.249) (2.761) (1.632)  (0.322) (2.151)  
৷ඪ̹ 0.5858 ***  0.7362 **  0.5759 ***  0.6766 *  0.4145  0.9387 ** 
 (2.881)   (2.070) (2.912) (1.904)  (0.787) (2.039)  
ਿ隆̹ 1.4841 ***  1.9011 ***  1.5395 ***  1.6877 ***  1.8505 ***  1.5248 *** 
 (7.868)   (5.762) (8.394) (5.120)  (3.789) (3.571)  
อ϶̹ 0.1753    -0.1610  0.1587  -1.0231  *** -1.2864  *** -0.7598  ** 
 (1.094)   (-0.575) (1.019) (-3.655)  (-3.102) (-2.096)  
ၽ北ጤ 0.0358    0.1430 0.0015 0.1449 0.0635 0.2263   
 (0.201)   (0.460) (0.008) (0.467)  (0.138) (0.563)  
֝蘭ጤ 0.2819 **  0.3730 *  0.2867 **  0.2948  0.4028  0.1868   
 (2.309)   (1.747) (2.415) (1.382)  (1.274) (0.676)  
ࣹ෤ጤ -0.4926 ***  -0.5407 **  -0.4987 ***  -0.4841 *  -0.6309  -0.3373   
 (-3.294)   (-2.067) (-3.430) (-1.853)  (-1.630) (-0.997)  
อ϶ጤ -0.8030 ***  -0.9755 ***  -0.7799 ***  -1.4280 ***  -1.5163 ***  -1.3398 *** 
 (-5.256)   (-3.651) (-5.250) (-5.349)  (-3.833) (-3.874)  
ၽʕ̹ 0.7547 ***  0.8412 **  0.7073 ***  0.8881 **  0.6382  1.1381 ** 
 (3.646)   (2.323) (3.514) (2.455)  (1.191) (2.429)  
ߴ栗ጤ -0.4551 ***  -0.4675 **  -0.4121 ***  -0.2980  -0.3343  -0.2617   
 (-3.462)   (-2.033) (-3.224) (-1.297)  (-0.982) (-0.879)  
ၽʕጤ -0.3721 ***  -0.4320 **  -0.3919 ***  -0.1743  -0.0878  -0.2608    
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 (-2.976)   (-1.976) (-3.225) (-0.798)  (-0.271) (-0.922)  
࿎ʷጤ -0.8920 ***  -1.0228 ***  -0.9010 ***  -0.4613 *  -0.3488  -0.5739   
 (-5.777)   (-3.787) (-6.001) (-1.710)  (-0.872) (-1.642)  
یҳጤ -0.2379   -0.0348  -0.2152  0.4470  0.6781  0.2158  
 (-1.335)   (-0.112) (-1.241) (1.435)  (1.469) (0.535)  
ථ林ጤ -0.8462 ***  -0.8440 *  -0.8345 ***  -0.1456  0.1547  -0.4460   
 (-3.322)   (-1.894) (-3.369) (-0.327)  (0.235) (-0.773)  
ྗ່̹ 0.6756 ***  0.6696 **  0.6022 ***  -0.3716  -0.7814 *  0.0383   
 (4.000)   (2.266) (3.666) (-1.259)  (-1.787) (0.100)  
ၽی̹ 0.9183 ***  1.0844 ***  0.8637 ***  0.8858 ***  0.8210 **  0.9505 *** 
 (6.331)   (4.275) (6.124) (3.495)  (2.187) (2.895)  
ྗ່ጤ -0.7118 ***  -0.8194 *  -0.7309 ***  -0.3567  0.0709  -0.7844   
 (-2.890)   (-1.902) (-3.052) (-0.829)  (0.111) (-1.407)  
ၽیጤ -0.2745 **  -0.0192  -0.3016 **  0.2669  0.6051 *  -0.0713   
 (-2.117)   (-0.085) (-2.392) (1.178)  (1.802) (-0.243)  
৷ඪጤ 0.1087    0.2001  0.0946  0.4039  * 0.5968  * 0.2110   
 (0.909)   (0.957) (0.814) (1.932)  (1.927) (0.779)  
܈؇ጤ -0.5094 ***  -0.4177  -0.5170 ***  0.0463  0.1002  -0.0077   
 (-3.318)   (-1.555) (-3.463) (0.172)  (0.252) (-0.022)  
ᆔಳጤ -0.5378 ***  -1.3999 ***  -0.3783 ***  -1.5558 ***  -1.6863 ***  -1.4252 *** 
 (-3.574)   (-5.319) (-2.585) (-5.916)  (-4.328) (-4.184)  
ڀ蓮ጤ 0.3914 ***  0.2159  0.4022 ***  0.2856  0.3431  0.2280   
 (2.996)   (0.945) (3.166) (1.251)  (1.014) (0.771)  
ၽ؇ጤ -0.1483    -0.3096 -0.1445 -0.6568  *  -0.3388 -0.9747  ** 
 (-0.707)   (-0.844) (-0.709) (-1.792)  (-0.624) (-2.053)   
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ൗjֹܼʫʘ࠽ഃ׵΢ڷ數Пࠇ࠽ৰ˸Չᅺ๟ࢨf 



























陸  ഐ論 
͉޼Ӻમ͜行݁৫˴ࠇஈ 1987 Ї 2001 年ጤ̹йٙɛ力༟๕ሜݟ༟料dઞী̨
ᝄ΢ጤุ̹̰率ٙڗಂစᜊઋැʿਜਹո֛ࣖ؈fઞী˙ج˴ࠅϞɚjɓމٜટ࿁



















֝蘭e৷ඪę北ഃ 4 ࡈጤd不ཀd都ˢவ 7 ࡈ˴ࠅ̹۬ٙਜਹո֛ࣖ؈Эܘεf
Չቱ 12 ࡈጤۆՈϞࠋΣٙਜਹո֛ࣖ؈dܲՉഒ࿁࠽͟ɽЇʃર列dԱҏ˸࿎ʷe
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ABSTRACT 
Panels of regional unemployment data across different demographic groups are 
examined to explore the sources of the deterioration in employment in Taiwan 
during the past decade.    The application of the two-factor fixed-effects estimation 
approach leads to two main findings.  First, wide regional unemployment 
differentials do exist and appear as the differences in fixed effects.  Second, 
regional unemployment rates are found to be highly correlated with the 
importation of foreign workers, the level of the minimum wage, and the extent of 
the enforcement of the Labor Standards Law.    These findings together imply that, 
in addition to the demographic-specific and nation-wide macroeconomic policies, 
it is necessary to adopt a set of regionally-diversified policies that are aimed at 
promoting both regional economic growth and labor market flexibility. 
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